
The Right Side pose™ & 
Resting Doge face™ 

The mysterious conditions striking Dan Howell 
 

 OK, you know that Ariana specialty that she does when posing showing systematically only one side of her face ? Yeah ? 
Well Dan has developped a similar pattern. No need to be Sherlock Holmes guys as it is painfully obvious. Every time we get a 
selfie of Dannyflameboy, he is torticollising his neck more and more to show only the right side of his face aka the one with the 
sad dimple. It is so flagrant and systematic that people have started calling the other side of his face 
« the hidden side of the moon ». More and more people are now praying the forces of the cosmos and 
performing ritual sacrifices so we get frontal pics or even better, the graal, left side pics. 

Even more disconcerting is the evolution of this right side professional turn. Look at the 
M&G pictures, it is perfected to perfection and all of them have Dan doing exactly the same ¾ head 
turn. Even when he is not on the left of the picture (where the head turn looks more natural), he will 
do the pose which leads to hilarious pics like this one. (pic by @hikatiejo) 

The world famous Right Side pose™ : 

 

 

Besides that, an increading number of people have also not been able to ignore the striking ressemblance of Dan’s own 
selfies pose with the doge meme. The evolution of the dogue pose has been fascinating. Dan prompted by his ebony haired 
companion Phillip started to do the doge pose for the 1st time on video in PINOF 6. Encouraged by the incredible ressemblance 
and the request of viewers, he kept doing it several times after that. Now his condition seems a lot more serious, as the doge 
pose is not a pose performed on demand but the natural pose that Dan generally has.  

Dan unfortunately suffers from resting doge face. Get well soon Dan. 

 How the resting doge face™ condition was discovered and its evolution : 

 

 


